
 

 

     
 
 
 

Perth to Sydney Newsletter– July/August 2020 
 
 
Welcome to the (late) July 2020 Newsletter for the Perth to Sydney Marathon 
Rerun 2021. The July photograph is kindly provided by Bill Forsyth and shows 
the Andrew Cowan, Brian Coyle, Colin Malkin 1968 Marathon winning Hillman 
Hunter in the final competitive section of Numeralla to Hindmarsh Station.   
  
The Organisers send their best wishes to everyone in Victoria who are 
currently in the grips of Stage 4 lockdown with COVID-19 with the community 
suffering greatly with infections and losses as a result.  What a terrible period 
of time we are experiencing in Australia and around the World. 
 
We can only hope that come 2021 we have reduced the infection rates to 
allow borders to reopen and the event to be held. Now for the latest update 
on the event since the June Newsletter. 
 
Clarification of Organisational Responsibilities  
 
The HRC and Vogue Automotive (the Organisers) have agreed that it is 
preferable to allocate responsibility for Event Organisation to only one entity. 
The decision has been taken to allocate full responsibility to Vogue Automotive 
for the organisation and running of the event. The HRC reconfirms their strong 
commitment and support of the event with the decision serving to clarify the 
responsibilities of each organisation.  Motorsport Australia have confirmed 
their support for the event and to working with Vogue Automotive to deliver a 
successful event.  



 

 

 
Route Checking 
 
The Organisers have had an opportunity to put rubber on the road in Western 
Australia with the help of Barry Lloyd taking a first run over the section from 
Perth to Youanmi and down to Bullfinch to have a look at what roads look like. 
Barry’s feedback is that we should not expect to find the original narrow track 
that was hard to overtake on, but a smoother recently regraded road in the 
main. But he says it will still be an exciting drive. The once vibrant town of 
Youanmi is deserted, so to the remote stations of Youangarra and Diemal no 
longer exist.   
 
All being well, Barry will head East again during the coming month to check the 
section from Bullfinch South to Lake King (Crossroads) and over to Norseman. 
Barry has made contact with local Mining Operations in the area to secure 
access across the Leases for the event. The General Manager of Cosmic Boy 
Mines south of Marvel Loch is very supportive and looking forward to having 
the event pass through the area.  
 
We are also hopeful of hitting the road in South Australia over the coming 
months where we have our local Officials (Trevor Garde and Jim Wood) and 
Committee Members (Ian and Peter Lane) taking a run over the route from 
Iron Knob to Quorn, Brachina, Blinman, Curnamona and on to Mingary.  
 
The route across NSW into Victoria (Wangaratta) and on to Sydney is mostly 
already charted. The event held in 2018 to celebrate the 50th Anniversary will 
be significantly reused albeit with some minor adjustment to provide extra 
interest on the route north from Lakes Entrance to rejoin the Marathon route. 
The 1968 Marathon took the route from Omeo to Bruthen and then north to 
Buchan. Our event will overnight in Lakes Entrance again, allowing us to join 
the 1968 Route via some of the forest road sections typically used in the Alpine 
Rally.       
 
Event Scheduling and Logistics 
  
As you might expect, the logistics to organise an event like this is let me say 
“time consuming”. Working through every aspect of the event, finding the 
route is the easy bit. Obtaining approval from sixty legal entities across 
Australia, developing Risk Assessments and Control Plans covering all areas of 
the event and obtaining approval from Councils, the Police and Governing 



 

 

Bodies (Motorsport Australia) etc is very nearly akin to organising a Full-On 
Competition event.  Why may you ask is this required, Public Liability and 
Property Insurance risk.  This event is not just a drive to our favourite spot on a 
Sunday for a Show and Shine and coffee with our Club mates. We are travelling 
nearly 6000kms over some of the most remote parts of Australia where 
communication is at times non-existent and the roads are the same.  
 
This demands development of extensive Safety and Transport Plans together 
with the implementation of the associated control measures to mitigate risk to 
the Participants and the general Public. The event is not just your typical 
weekend Staged Event, we are developing the plans to cater for a ten day 
event covering the centre of the City of Perth to the suburbs of Sydney and 
everywhere in between.  
 
Adding to this the demographic of our Participants (sorry to be so rude) is 
mostly in the “Mature” Age Group. Regardless of the event being a Tour or 
not, the safety requirements for such a demographic with the nature and the 
route of the event requires that a comprehensive Safety Plan is developed 
before Insurance can be obtained. We have sought help and materials from 
other events of similar nature, such as the 2008 Red Centre Rally (thank you 
Bob Watson) and the Classic Outback Trials (thank you to Phil Bernadou), as 
references to assist us with assessing and developing our plans.   
 
In developing these plans, it is important to understand that the controls are 
more than procedural and unfortunately some are coming at a cost. These 
costs were mostly unforeseen to the extent that we now know them to be. The 
event will not proceed if we do not develop and implement the plans and 
controls and have them approved to enable protective insurance to be 
obtained. It is as simple as that. 
 
The impact is directly to the bottom line and this has had an impact on the 
Entry Fee.  The original suggested Entry Fee is now estimated to be $2500 (=/-
10%). Not including accommodation, meals and Participant running costs.  We 
apologise for this increase but not for ensuring that we provide you the safest 
and most enjoyable event.       
 
We want to assure you all that despite this realisation, elsewhere we are 
making positive progress at many levels. With the assistance of Ian Richards in 
drafting the Roadbook, by Xanthea Boardman talking to venues across the 
country to organise accommodation and meals, speaking to Councils, Car 



 

 

Clubs, Hotels, Motels and caravan Parks etc, Rob Mason drafting the Safety 
Plans and Procedures etc, Barry Lloyd driving from Perth to Youanmi, Bullfinch  
and return, and me sitting back drinking red wine and barking orders, we are 
making progress. 
 
The work to prepare the roadbook is considerable in itself and one might say 
at every turn we see a need to adjust the Schedule of the Event.  What we plan 
for on the route, we must validate against the Safety Plan and the timing and 
the impact on sector durations and mileages. And what that does to the 
organisations we are asking to provide meals and accommodation, and so it 
goes on. This might sound like we are totally dis-organised, but we are making 
progress nonetheless. 
 
Entries 
 
The Organisers are pleased to confirm that the Entry List of 85 is remaining 
firm with the Reserves List continuing to see a great line-up of participants and 
vehicles.  The 1968 Participant List remains strong with eight participants from 
the original event and nine original vehicles. Fingers are crossed that we 
receive some more. 
 
We have vehicles representing all London-Sydney events and some that have 
competed multiple times. We have vehicles that have competed in Peking to 
Paris, one very successfully. We have vehicles from the East African Safari, 
Australian Safari, REDEX, REPCO, Mobil, Ampol, BP, Southern Cross and many 
other major Australian events.  
 
At this time Volvo seems to be a vehicle of choice with no less than thirteen 
entries, the Ford enthusiasts with fifteen out-number GMH with twelve and 
Datsun (Nissan) seven to Toyota with five.  Austin, Leyland, Hillman, MG, 
Renault, Citroen and Porsche are all in the mix, and a late inclusion a lone 1952 
REDEX Riley.   
 
We have vehicles representing most of the top 20 that left Perth on the 14th 
December 1968 with replica vehicles being built for the purpose.  It will be 
exciting to see replica Lotus Cortina (Roger Clark/Ove Andersson) being 
followed by a Citroen DS21 (Lucien Bianchi/Jean-Claude Ogier) leaving the 
Start together with real and replica Hillman Hunters, Austin 1800’s, Ford 
Falcon XT GT’s, Holden Monaros, Alfa, Volvo and Vauxhall.  



 

 

The event has drawn a wonderful cross-section of historic rally vehicles from 
garages and sheds across Australia and hopefully some from overseas as we 
near the event start. 
  
General 
 
On behalf of the Committee I do apologise for what may appear to be poor 
timeliness with communication of the updates on progress. Maybe in some 
small way the above may provide some background as to why this may be so. 
 
Lastly, based on our discussions with Motorsport Australia, there is welcome 
support from the top down in the organisation to help with the event and 
make it a success.  
 
If you have any questions at this time, please do not hesitate to make contact, 
and please stay safe and well and keep up the banter on the Facebook Group. 
 
 
Regards, 
 
 
Laurie Mason 
Event Director 
On behalf of the Event Committee. 


